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A B S T R A C T

Internal contamination with actinium-227 and its daughters is a serious drawback in low-background
applications of lanthanide-based scintillators. In this work we showed the important role of nuclear γ de-
excitations on the shape of the internal alpha spectrum measured in scintillators. We calculated with Bateman
equations the activities of contamination isotopes and the time evolution of actinium-227 and its progenies.
Next, we measured the intrinsic background spectra of LaBr3(Ce), LaBr3(Ce,Sr) and CeBr3 with a digital
spectroscopy technique, and we analyzed them with a pulse shape discrimination method (PSD) and a time-
amplitude analysis. Finally, we simulated the α background spectrum with Geant4 tool-kit, consequently taking
into account complex α-γ-electron events, the α β/ ratio dependence on the α energy, and the electron/γ
nonproportionality.

We found that α-γmixed events have higher light yield than expected for alpha particles alone, which leads to
overestimation of the α β/ ratio when it is measured with internal 227Th and 223Ra isotopes. The time-amplitude
analysis showed that the α peaks of 219Rn and 215Po in LaBr3(Ce) and LaBr3(Ce,Sr) are not symmetric. We
compared the simulation results with the measured data and provided further evidence of the important role of
mixed α-γ-electron events for understanding the shape of the internal α spectrum in scintillators.

1. Introduction

Internal radioactive contamination is a serious drawback of lantha-
nide-based scintillators in low background applications. It reduces
detector sensitivity [1], interferes with neutron measurements [2,3]
and complicates data analysis. A high internal background limits the
usability of modern lanthanide-based scintillators when high radio-
purity is important, for example in dark matter searches [4], gamma
measurements in space exploration missions [5], detection of rare
events [6,7], and construction of high-sensitivity gamma detectors.

Intrinsic contamination with α and β-decaying isotopes has been
found in many lanthanide-based scintillators, for example LaBr3:Ce,
LaCl3:Ce [8–10], CeBr3 [1], and Cs2LiLaBr6:Ce (CLLB) [3]. The sources
of the contamination are naturally occurring radioactive isotopes:
138La, 227Ac, and their daughters undergoing α and β− decays.
Natural lanthanum is composed of stable 139La (99.91% abundance)
and radioactive 138La [11]. Since it is not possible to separate both
isotopes by chemical methods, 138La contamination is unavoidable in
scintillators containing lanthanum. Moreover, natural actinium con-
tains a radioactive 227Ac isotope. Actinium and lanthanum have very

similar chemical properties, so all lanthanide-based scintillators are
subjected to 227Ac isotope contamination. Using cerium instead of
lanthanum in cerium bromide makes it possible to obtain much higher
radio-purity of the final material [1], but CeBr3 has a lower energy
resolution compared to other lanthanide scintillators.

Much research has addressed these issues trying to understand the
origin of an internal background, simulate it, and find a way to avoid it.
Hartwell and Gehrke [12] reported the presence of alpha emitting
nuclides in LaCl3:Ce and identified the contamination as 227Ac and its
daughters. Milbrath et al. [13] characterized an alpha contamination in
LaCl3:Ce with coincidence measurements and provided further evi-
dence of 227Ac presence. Later, Quarati et al. [14] studied radioactive
decays of 138La in LaBr3:Ce and measured the shape of the internal β
spectrum. These data were used later by Camp et el. [15] to successfully
simulate an internal β and gamma spectrum from 138La with
PENELOPE/penEasy Monte Carlo code. Quarati et al. [1] also studied
an alpha contamination in CeBr3 and LaBr3:Ce.

Despite these efforts, the shape of the internal alpha spectrum in
lanthanide-based scintillators is still not fully understood. An attempt
to simulate an internal alpha spectrum was not completely successful
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in LaBr3:Ce [16], while recently Mesick et al. [2] simulated an alpha
spectrum very accurately in CLLB. If an alpha activity in both
scintillators is caused by the same 227Ac contamination, then why does
an alpha spectrum shape depend on a host material (compare
[1,3,13])?

The aim of this study is to provide a deeper understanding of an
internal α spectrum in the following lanthanide-based scintillators:
CeBr3, LaBr3:Ce and LaBr3:Ce,Sr (5% of Ce, 500 ppm of Sr). In Section
2 of this article, we discuss the origin of an intrinsic contamination in
lanthanide-based scintillators in order to clarify which isotopes and
alpha decays are expected in an internal background spectrum. Next,
by analyzing the experimental data of Milbrath et al. [13] we show the
influence of nuclear de-excitations on positions of internal alpha peaks.
In Section 4, we calculate the time evolution of 227Ac and its daughters
with Bateman equations, which provides an understanding of the
relative intensities of alpha peaks. Then, we present measurements of
the background spectrum of the three mentioned materials performed
with modern digital techniques. The results prove the usefulness of
pulse shape discrimination (PSD) for separating α from γ events, and a
time-amplitude analysis for selecting 219Rn and 215Po decays from a
total α spectrum. Our results explain why the previous attempt to
simulate an α spectrum in LaBr3:Ce [16] was not successful. Finally, we
compare our experimental results with a GEAN4 simulation to verify
the role of nuclear gamma de-excitations in shaping an internal alpha
spectrum.

2. Origin of intrinsic contamination

The decay chain of 227Ac is a sub-chain of the uranium 235 series
(also called the “4n+3 chain”). The most probable path of 227Ac decay
goes through the following isotopes (see Fig.1): Ac → Th → Ra227

89
227
90

223
88

→ Rn → Po → Pb → Bi → Tl → Pb219
86

215
84

211
82

211
83

207
81

207
82 and ends on a stable

lead-207. In this chain there are five α decays and three β−. Since 227Ac
has the longest decay time, the rate of consequent decays is limited by
that of actinium, and equal rate for all following daughter's decays may
be expected (this will be discussed in detail in Section 4). On the other
hand, in measurements of an intrinsic α particle background in 227Ac
contaminated crystals, we observe three broad bands, instead of five
equal intensity α peaks. Shoulders or an additional low intensity peak
are observed in some measurements, which makes an internal alpha
spectrum difficult to analyze. Fig. 2 shows an exemplary spectrum of an
intrinsic activity pulse height spectrum (PHS) measured in a commer-
cial LaBr3:Ce scintillator (BrilLance380™). A similar structure was
reported for LaCl3:Ce [10] and CeBr3 [1]. On the right side of the
picture we see a broad structure of three main peaks, ascribed to α
particle detection, and a small satellite peak between the 2nd and 3rd
main peaks. These peaks do not have the same intensity (height) as one
would expect: the first and the second peak are equally intense, the
satellite peak is two times less intense, and the third peak is the least
intense.

3. Coincidence measurement analysis

Not only does the α energy spectrum have missing peaks, but
identifying corresponding isotopes and α energies is also problematic.

Quarati et al. [1] analyzed the LaBr3:Ce internal contamination
spectrum and identified the peaks as follows: the first peak in the
structure (see Fig. 2) as 223Ra (Eα=5716 keV), no peak from 227Th, the
second peak as 211Bi (Eα=6623 keV), the satellite peak as 219Rn
(Eα=6819 keV), and the third peak as 215Po (Eα=7386 keV).
However, the values of the α β/ ratio calculated with these energies
are inconsistent (namely: 0.359, 0.343, 0.348, 0.359). The three last
values increase with the energy, but the first one is exceptionally high.
Recent research showed that the α β/ ratio increases monotonically,
approximately linear, with α energy in many scintillators at alpha

energies higher than 2 MeV (a review on the α β/ will be published
separately [17]). This suggests that the identification of the first peak as
223Ra needs to be reconsidered.

Hartwell et al. [9] identified the first peak as a mixed peak of 223Ra
and 227Th, but in the analysis of the alpha response linearity they used
the energy of 227Th (∼6 MeV), which resulted in a linear relation of the
α β/ ratio on the alpha energy. On the other hand, Negm et al. [16] have
ascribed the first peak to 223Ra Eα=5716 keV, which again resulted in a
deviation from the linear relation between the α β/ ratio and Eα.

To solve these inconsistencies we analyzed coincidence measure-
ments done by Milbrath et al. for LaCl3:Ce [8], but we found another
complication for the α spectrum analysis. Milbrath et al. performed a
measurement of the LaCl3:Ce internal alpha spectrum in coincidence
with gamma escapes detected by a High Purity Germanium (HPGe)
detector. They looked for alpha decays followed by immediate gamma
de-excitation and escape from the crystal. The same alpha particle
energy was expected in coincidence with multiple γ energies, but in fact
the measured alpha energies were also different. For instance, 227Th

Fig. 1. U235
92 decay chain: actinium series. Dashed arrow is a decay mode with <1%

probability. Dotted arrows are decay modes with <0.01% probability. Graphics by Edgar
Bonet used under CC BY-SA 3.0 license.
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decays with 5757 keV α emission and can be followed either by
236.0 keV, 256.3 keV or 286.1 keV γ (see Table 1 in [8]).
Nevertheless, the α energies measured in coincidence were the follow-
ing: 5831 keV, 5781 keV and 5727 keV. This means that for the same
true α particle energy three different energies were actually measured.
The difference exceeds the standard deviation which ranged from 44 to
65 keV. If one calculates the α β/ ratio,1 the values for 5757 keV α
energy are 0.324, 0.320 and 0.316, which is a non-physical result.

We can investigate this by taking a closer look at the simplified
227Th decay scheme shown in Fig. 3. After the α decay with
Eα=5757 keV the daughter nucleus is in the excited state at
286.1 keV energy. It can de-excite by three different ways from this
state:

• by emitting a single 286 keV γ photon,

• by emitting 256 keV and 50.1 keV γ photons, or

• by emitting 226 keV and 29.8 keV γ photons.

The lifetime of the 227Th excited nuclear state is very short (shorter
than 1 ns), so the gamma particle will be absorbed in a crystal and
measured together with the alpha particle as a single event (shaping
time used for collecting the scintillator signal is usually much longer
than hundreds of ns). In case of 236 keV γ escape there is a high
probability that a 50.1 keV gamma will be absorbed in a crystal and
recorded together with the 5757 keV α. Because a γ photon has much
higher light yield (per MeV) than an α particle, a significant amount of
light will be added to an alpha event.

If one removes the energy of the second photon from an alpha
event, then the α β/ curve significantly improves when compared to the
raw data. Fig. 4 shows the α β/ ratio of LaCl3:Ce calculated with raw
Milbrath data [13] and the α β/ ratio refined by subtracting the gamma
energy. Deviation of the α β/ ratio curve from linearity significantly
decreases when the scintillation light added by gamma de-excitations is
subtracted.

From the above analysis we can conclude that alpha decays
followed by gamma nuclear de-excitations will be measured with a
scintillator at higher energies than that of the alpha particle alone. Such
an effect is not observed with typical α particle detectors (e.g., silicon
surface barrier detectors), because they are not sensitive to gamma

photons, and they measure an alpha particle energy alone. To under-
stand the shape of an internal contamination α spectrum we need to
take into account all electromagnetic processes following a nuclear
decay: γ de-excitations, Compton effect, Auger electron emission, and
X-ray fluorescence.

4. Time evolution of 227Ac contamination

To investigate alpha peak intensities in an internal contamination
spectrum, we first analyzed the time evolution of concentrations and
activities of the 227Ac isotope and its daughters. The differential
equations governing successive radioactive decays can be written as

dN t
dt

λ N t

dN t
dt

λ N t λ N t

dN t
dt

λ N t λ N t

( ) = − ( ),

( ) = − ( ) + ( ), …

( ) = − ( ) + ( ),n
n n n n n

1
1 1

2
2 2 1,2 1

−1, −1 (1)

where Ni(t) is a number of atoms of a radioisotope i at a time t, λn is a
total removal decay constant (including all decay branches), λi i−1, is a
partial decay constant (related to single decay branch from isotope

Fig. 2. Exemplary intrinsic activity spectra of 1 in. LaBr3:Ce (5 mol% of cerium). 137Cs
source was placed for energy reference.

Fig. 3. Simplified nuclear levels chart of 227Th isotope decaying into 223Ra by 5757 keV
α emission. Other possible α decay modes, excited nuclear levels of 223Ra and low
intensity/forbidden γ transitions were excluded for clarity.

Fig. 4. α β/ ratio of LaCl3:Ce 10 mol% calculated using Milbrath coincidence data [8] in

function of true α particle energy (black diamonds) compared with α β/ ratio calculated

with subtracting γ photon energy left in scintillator (refined data, red circles). The inset
shows energy range of 227Th and 223Ra isotopes for which multiple coincidences for the
same true α energy were observed. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

1 α β/ ratios were obtained by calculating measured α energies from Table 1 in [8] to γ-
equivalent energy scale using equation AlphaEnergy GammaEnergy= ( ) × 2.2784 + 1578.6
(in units of keV) and dividing by a true α particle energy.
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i − 1 to i) calculated from a branching ratio λ b λ= ·i i i i i−1, −1, −1. The
solution of this set of equations was first proposed by Bateman [18] for
the case without a decay chain branching. The general problem
solution, with included decay chain branching, was proposed by
Skrable [19] as follows:

∏ ∑N t N λ e
λ λ

( ) = (0) ×
∏ ( − )

.i
j

i

j j
j

i λ t

p
p j

i
p j

1
=1
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, +1
=1

−

=1
≠

j

(2)

To calculate the solutions, we used TGeo package from the ROOT frame-
work [20]. The calculations were performed assuming one mole of pure
227Ac at the beginning, evaluated during 1011 s. There are 16 isotopes
involved in the entire 227Ac decay chain, which starts with 227Ac and ends
on stable Pb207

82 , accompanied by a small amount (∼1014 atoms) of stable
Bi209

83 produced through a cluster decay: Ra → Bi + C223
88

209
83

14
6 .

Eq. (2) provides a solution for the number of atoms as a function of
time. Since the number of atoms is not easily measurable, we are rather
interested in activities. In Fig. 5 we show the calculated decay rates of the
isotopes, according to the formula A N λ=i i i, where λi is a decay constant
of isotope i. Activities are expressed in the number of disintegrations per
second, so they include all possible decay channels of a particular isotope.
From this plot one can see that the total activity A A= ∑total i increases
first, and after reaching an equilibrium stage at day 109 it decreases
exponentially, being limited by the 227Ac decay rate. The important fact is
that 227Ac, 227Th, 223Ra, 219Rn, 215Po, 211Pb and 207Tl all have the same
decay rate after reaching the equilibrium state.

Fig. 5 shows the decay rates of the isotopes. However, we are
interested in alpha decay rates specifically, since they correspond to the
intensities of the alpha peaks in the internal background spectrum. For
instance, in case of the 227Ac alpha decay, the branching ratio α-BR(227Ac)
=1.38% is very low. Consequently, the 227Ac alpha peak intensity is almost
a hundred times lower than the alpha peaks of 227Th or 223Ra, even
though all three have the same decay rate. The amount of the initial
contamination of 227Ac is usually unknown, so from a practical point of
view a ratio of an alpha decay rate to the total alpha activity is more useful
than just an absolute activity. Fig. 6 shows the ratio of alpha isotopes
decay activity Ai (multiplied by the α branching ratio) to the total activity
Atotal of all alpha decaying isotopes. During the first 8 h, the alpha decays
are dominated by decays of 227Ac, then alpha activity from 227Th
increases. Finally, after 109 days the decays of 227Th, 223Ra, 219Rn,
211Bi and 215Po reach equal decay rates, while the activity of 227Ac

decreases and becomes more than two orders of magnitude lower then
others. The alpha activities of 211Po, 215At, 223Fr and 219At isotopes are
many order of magnitude lower, so these isotopes are extremely difficult
to detect on a statistically significant level.

The main conclusion is that after 109 days the decaying isotopes are
in equilibrium and activities of alpha decays of 227Th, 223Ra, 219Rn,
211Bi, and 215Po are equal. Very low activity from 227Ac alpha decays
may be also detected, and in fact a weak 227Ac alpha peak was reported
by Hartwell et al. [9].

5. Materials and methods

5.1. Samples and experimental setup

The intrinsic activities of the following three samples were measured: a
3 by 3 in. cylinder of LaBr3:Ce (5 mol% of Ce), a 2 by 2 in. cylinder of CeBr3
and a bare sample of approximately 10 mm×5mm×20 mm LaBr3:Ce,Sr
(5 mol% of Ce, <0.5 mol% of Sr). The first two samples were encapsulated
by the manufacturer, Saint Gobain Corporation, and the third sample was
encapsulated in our lab into a hermetic can with a quartz window.

Fig. 7 shows the schematic of the experimental setup. A measured
sample was coupled with an optical grease to an XP4312 photomul-
tiplier tube (PMT) and placed inside a light-proof casing. A laser diode
was mounted in the casing pointing to the photocathode of the PMT.
The laser light pulses were used in the later data analysis for a gain
correction. The casing was put in a 15 cm thick lead castle in order to
reduce natural background in the measurement. The raw signal from
the 50 Ω terminated anode was directly connected to the 50 Ω input of
a CAEN Digitizer model 5730.

5.2. Data acquisition and analysis

The digitizer generates an internal trigger when an input signal
exceeds the threshold voltage Vth. The input signal is sampled with 14-
bit precision and 500 Mega Samples per Second (MSPS) sampling rate
and stored in a buffer. Each stored waveform has 1280 samples
(2560 ns) and is attached with a 32 bit counter of the Trigger Time
Tag (TTT). The time resolution of TTT is 12 ns.

Home made data acquisition software (DAQ) was developed for
controlling data acquisition, data transfer to a PC, performing an initial
analysis, and storing the results in ROOT data file format [20]. Since the
TTT counter overflows after around 17 s, every buffer received from
the digitizer was attached by the DAQ with a local PC Time Tag (PTT).

Fig. 5. Evolution of activities of 227Ac isotope and it's daughters starting from 1 mol of
pure 227Ac. Activities are expressed in decays per second (dps), including all possible
decay branches of a particular isotope. Orange line shows the sum off all decay rates in
the sample (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 6. Time evolution of fractions of total alpha activity of 227Ac isotope and it's
daughters starting from 1 mol of pure 227Ac.
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The PTT was used in a later analysis for time ranges exceeding the TTT
counter size.

Fig. 8 shows the steps of the data analysis. The three first steps are
calculated for every event during a data acquisition: a base line VBL, a
pulse integral Qtotal, and a pulse shape discrimination (PSD) factor
V Q/p total. The base line VBL is calculated as an arithmetic average of the
first 340 samples, when a scintillation pulse is not yet present. The
pulse integral is calculated by subtracting the base line VBL from the
waveform and summing values of 150 samples (300 ns) starting from
the end of the base line calculation window. The integration time of
300 ns is sufficient for the fast cerium scintillators studied in this work.
For Pulse Shape Discrimination (PSD), a PSD factor V Q/p total as
described by Ogawara et al. [21] was calculated as a ratio of a raw
pulse maximum amplitude Vp to integrated charge Qtotal.

Fig. 9 shows an exemplary plot of a PSD factor versus a gamma
equivalent energy measured with a 1 in. LaBr3:Ce sample exposed to
ambient radiation. The band centered around V Q/ ≈ 0.07p total displayed
across all energies and widening toward lower energy comes from
gamma/electron events, while a small band in the energy range 1.7–
2.7 MeV, with slightly higher V Q/p total, is caused by alpha particle
events. One may notice a gamma peak from 40K/138La events around
1.5 MeV and a weak gamma peak from 208Tl around 2.6 MeV. An alpha
particle window was accordingly adjusted for selection of alpha events
in different samples. The example plot shows the importance of usage
of PSD in this case, since the 208Tl γ-peak overlaps with the alpha
spectrum and without that technique it is difficult to distinguish
gamma decays from 208Tl and alpha decays from 215Po.

5.3. Time-amplitude analysis

We used features of the 226Ac decay chain in the off-line analyses to
select only a specific sequence of events in an energy-time space. Since
219Rn decays into 215Po with decay time of around 4 s, and 215Po
decays to 211Pb with decay time around 1.8 ms (see Fig. 1), in off-line
analysis we selected pairs of alpha decays falling within the 20 ms
coincidence window. Additionally, we added energy criteria by
requiring that the first event has the energy of a 219Rn alpha
decay, and the second that of a 215Po decay: 219Rn (T = 3.98 s1/2 ,
Q = 6946 keVα )→215Po (T = 1.781 ms1/2 , Q = 7526 keVα ). This elimi-
nated most random events and filtered out only Rn-Po event pairs.

5.4. Simulation

In order to verify the importance of the gamma de-excitations we
simulated the internal alpha spectrum in LaBr3:Ce,Sr with the Geant4
toolkit and home made analysis software. Decays of 223Ra, 227Th, 211Bi,

Fig. 7. Schematic of the digital nuclear spectroscopy setup.

Fig. 8. Steps of the data analysis.
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219Rn, 215Po in equal amounts were simulated including α decays,
internal conversion and Auger de-excitations. The observed energy E′m

in particular event m was calculated by including the α β/ ratio of the α
particle, and the gamma Yγ and an electron nonproportionality Ye,
according to the following formula:

∑ ∑E E α β E E Y E E Y E′ = · / ( ) + · ( ) + · ( ).m α α
i

n

e e e
i

n

γ γ γ
=1 =1

e γ

(3)

Eα, Ee, Eγ are true energies of the α, electrons and gammas in m event;
summing goes over all electrons ne and gammas nγ in the event. We
used electron nonproportionality data Ye and gamma non proportion-
ality Yγ from [22].

We did not find appropriate data on the α β/ ratio as a function of
alpha energy, so we used a linear model as approximation (see also
Fig. 4)

α β E a b E/ ( ) = + · ,α α (4)

where a and b are free parameters fitted to the experimental data.
Comprehensive justification of the linear approximation will be pre-
sented in a separate article on the α β/ ratio [17].

The energy resolution was simulated by convoluting the generated
spectrum with an energy resolution model R E A E( ′) = ′ , where A is a
free parameter and E′ is an observed (quenched) energy.

6. Results

6.1. Measurement

Figs. 10–12 show the internal background spectra of the measured
samples: LaBr3:Ce, CeBr3 and LaBr3:Ce,Sr respectively. The main
feature for all three samples is a peak located around 1450 keV which
originates from potassium 40K gamma decays and/or 138La decay
daughter de-excitation in the case of LaBr3. In LaBr3:Ce and
LaBr3:Ce,Sr this peak appears at a lower channel number than the
measured alpha spectrum, but in the case of CeBr3:Ce it overlaps with
it. Hence, a suppression of the potassium presence or PSD becomes
crucial for measuring a pure alpha spectrum in CeBr3.

Alpha events were separated from electron/gamma events by using
PSD (see Fig. 9). Peaks originating from 219Rn and 215Po alpha decays
were separated from the rest of the alpha decays with time-amplitude
analysis. In Figs. 10–12 alpha particle spectra with separated peaks are
shown for LaBr3:Ce, CeBr3:Ce and LaBr3:Ce,Sr samples. The main
difference between the samples is the position of the alpha spectrum on

a gamma calibrated energy scale. Since the true energies of alpha
decaying isotopes are the same, it means that the alpha particle light
yield quenching is significantly different in these materials. The
quenching is the lowest in LaBr3:Ce,Sr and the highest in CeBr3:Ce.

Note that an asymmetric shape of the alpha peaks is observed for
LaBr3:Ce (Fig. 10) and LaBr3:Ce,Sr (Fig. 12), but not for CeBr3
(Fig. 11). Fig. 13 shows the alpha peaks from 219Rn and 215Po isotopes
in LaBr3:Ce,Sr with a double-Gaussian fit used as a model. This model
is used for mathematical simplicity, without physical justification.
Consequently, the energy resolutions shown in Fig. 13 should not be
treated as precise and quantitative.

Table 1 lists the α β/ ratio measured with an internal alpha activity
and analyzed with the time-amplitude analyses. In case of asymmetric
alpha peaks in LaBr3:Ce and LaBr3:Ce,Sr the highest intensity peak was
used for calculating the α β/ ratio. As one can notice, the α β/ ratio
increases from CeBr3, LaBr3:Ce up to LaBr3:Ce,Sr. Furthermore, the
α β/ ratio increases with the true alpha energy for all studied materials.

Fig. 9. Pulse shape discrimination parameter V Q/p total in function of γ-equivalent energy

measured with ϕ1 in.×1 in. LaBr3:Ce crystal, exposed to ambient radiation. Colour
represents the number of counts. Internal alpha decays are easily distinguishable from a
gamma background. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 10. Intrinsic activity energy spectrum (dark blue) measured with 3 in. LaBr3:Ce
(5 mol% of Ce) crystal together with Radon-219 (green) and Polonium-215 (red) peaks
separated using amplitude-time analysis. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 11. Intrinsic activity energy spectrum measured with 2 in. CeBr3 crystal. Alpha
(magenta) and gamma events (dark blue) were separated with PSD, then Radon-219
(green) and Polonium-215 (red) peaks were separated using time-amplitude analysis.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to
the web version of this article.)
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6.2. Simulation

Fig. 14 compares the simulation (red curve) and the measurement
(black curve) of the internal alpha background in LaBr3:Ce,Sr. Separate
energy spectra of the constituent isotopes are shown below the red
curve, while the energies without including an energy resolution are
shown as vertical lines. One may notice that 215Po has a single vertical
line corresponding to an α decay directly to the ground state of the
daughter nucleus. The simulation successfully reproduces the main
feature of the internal activity spectrum: the three band structure.
However, a low energy tail is present for every band in the measured
spectrum. It is especially visible for Ra/Th peak, which is followed by a

Fig. 12. Internal background spectrum of LaBr3:Ce, Sr sample with alpha and electron/
gamma events separated. Alpha peaks from 215Po and 219Rn were separated from total
alpha decays spectrum with time-amplitude method. Gamma/electron background is
clean from any peaks at energy range where alpha particles are observed (2400–
4000 keV). From the alpha discriminated spectrum, it is clear that alpha peaks are
asymmetric. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 13. Rn-219 and Po-215 alpha peaks measured with internal contamination background in LaBr3:Ce, Sr sample and separated from total background spectrum using pulse shape
discrimination and time-amplitude analysis. Asymmetry of alpha peaks is clearly visible.

Table 1
α β/ ratio measured in different materials using time-amplitude analysis to separate Po-
215 and Rn-219 alpha peaks from α internal background.

Material Isotope True α energy
(keV)

Measured γ equivalent
(keV)

α β/ ratio

LaBr3:Ce,Sr Po-215 7386.1 3804 0.515
LaBr3:Ce,Sr Rn-219 6819.2 3435 0.504
LaBr3:Ce Po-215 7386.1 2682 0.363
LaBr3:Ce Rn-219 6819.2 2410 0.353
CeBr3 Po-215 7386.1 1966 0.266
CeBr3 Rn-219 6819.2 1753 0.257

Fig. 14. Comparison of simulation of internal alpha activity (red curve) of Ac-227 and
the measured data (black curve) with LaBr3:Ce, Sr. The simulation includes all de-
excitation processes (X-ray fluorescence, Auger electrons emission) and assumes
complete absorption of all γ photons. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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long tail on the left side. As a consequence it has a lower intensity than
expected from the simulation. Similarly the peak-to-valley ratio
between 219Rn and 215Po is lower due to events coming from the tails.
The disagreement is anticipated, since the asymmetric shape of alpha
peaks was not included in the simulation. This provides further
evidence that the asymmetric shape previously shown in Fig. 13 is
crucial for understanding the spectrum shape.

Fig. 15 shows the simulation of the internal alpha spectrum
excluding the contribution of gamma photons, assuming that all
gamma photons escape from the crystal without being absorbed (the
third term in Eq. (3) is abandoned). In this case, the Ra/Th peak is a
double peak, which is not observed in the measurement. The spectrum
simulated in this way is very different from the measured with CeBr3
(Fig. 11) and LaBr3:Ce (Fig. 10).

One may compare the 219Rn peak in Fig. 14 and the same peak in
Fig. 15. The low intensity lines of mixed α γ/ events are on the right side
of the highest intensity line in the simulation which included gamma
de-excitations (Fig. 14). In the second case, when the gamma absorp-
tions were excluded (all gamma photons escape), the low intensity lines
are on the left (Fig. 15). This proves that a correct simulation of an
internal background spectrum in scintillators is impossible without
taking into account gamma interactions. In fact, the shape of a
measured spectrum is somewhere in between a complete gamma
absorption simulation and a complete escape, additionally smeared
by Compton scattering.

7. Discussion

In case of lanthanum-based scintillators, we observe asymmetric
alpha peaks (see Figs. 13 and 10). In contrast, in CeBr3, alpha peaks are
symmetric (compare Fig. 11). The asymmetric peaks with low energy
tails are responsible for a low valley-to-peak ratio observed in an
internal background spectrum of LaBr3:Ce, LaBr3:Ce,Sr, and probably
in LaCl3:Ce [13]. The origin of this phenomenon is unknown. We
considered several hypotheses to explain the effect, and we concluded
that the most probable is the presence of light yield non-uniformities in
the crystal structure. These non-uniformities can exist on the length
scale of the α particle track length (∼25 μm) and are washed out with
much longer β-tracks.

We excluded the role of X-ray or gamma escape in that process by
analyzing coincidence measurements done by Milbrath [13]. From

Fig. 13 one can see that energy difference between “main” peaks and
“escape” peaks is around 100 keV, but such energies were not observed
in a coincidence with 219Rn and 215Po peaks.

The simulation (Fig. 14) shows that 215Po decays with emission of a
single α energy, so it is not disturbed by gamma absorption. On the
other hand, the 219Rn alpha peak can be recorded with accompanying
gamma de-excitations, which can be seen in Fig. 14 as a tail at the high
energy side of the peak. The tail is caused by recording an α particle
with de-excitation gamma photon. As gamma photons have higher light
yield then alpha particles, the lines are seen on the right side from the
main alpha peak. The reader may compare the simulated 219Rn peak
shape with the peaks measured with time-amplitude analysis in
LaBr3:Ce (Fig. 10) and CeBr3 (Fig. 11).

In the simulation we assumed that all gamma photons are absorbed
within the scintillator. This assumption is justified for big crystals, like
2 in. CeBr3 (Fig. 10) and Fig. 3 inch LaBr3:Ce (Fig. 11), but does not
hold for the small sample of LaBr3:Ce,Sr (Fig. 12). A high energy tail
made of α-γ mixed events is visible in 3 in. LaBr3:Ce and 2 in. CeBr3,
but it disappears in the small LaBr3:Ce,Sr sample (Fig. 12).

8. Conclusions

Digital spectroscopy can be a powerful tool for studying scintilla-
tors, and it makes possible to perform a complex analysis like a pulse
shape discrimination or a time-amplitude analysis. This permitted us
to investigate the complex structure of an internal alpha spectrum in
LaBr3:Ce, LaBr3:Ce,Sr and CeBr3.

An alpha spectrum measured in a scintillator with an internal
contamination can be significantly distorted by gamma de-excitations
of decay products. This is because an alpha particle can be detected
together with a gamma photon as a single event, but both particles have
significantly different light yields. This conclusion is particularly
important for everyone trying to simulate an internal alpha activity.
In addition, measuring the α β/ ratio with an internal alpha contamina-
tion seems to be an attractive way of avoiding surface effects, but it can
not be easily done with an alpha isotope decaying into an excited state
of a daughter nucleus.

By applying time-amplitude cuts on the acquired data, we were able
to separate Po-215 and Rn-219 alpha peaks from the total spectrum.
By this means, we found asymmetric alpha peaks in LaBr3:Ce and
LaBr3:Ce,Sr but not in CeBr3. The cause of this phenomenon is not
known.

Our approach to include nuclear de-excitation processes in simula-
tion is promising, and together with experimental data on asymmetric
α peaks gives a way to construct a complete and accurate simulation of
a scintillation response to an internal activity. We advise using the
215Po alpha peak in future α β/ ratio measurements, as this peak is
made out of pure alpha decays to a ground state, not followed by any
other type of de-excitation.
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